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THE FIVE LEMMA FOR BANACH SPACES

A. J. PRYDE

Abstract. We prove a version of the five lemma which is useful for the

study of boundary value problems for partial differential equations. The

results are given in the category % of Banach spaces and bounded linear

operators, and all conditions are stated modulo an arbitrary ideal of 9>. We

also show that the results are valid in more general categories.

1. Introduction. The five lemma for homomorphisms of abelian groups

(Spanier [4, Lemma 4.5.11]) can be divided into two parts, one concluding that

a map is a monomorphism and the other that it is an epimorphism. If the

groups are taken to be Banach spaces and the homomorphisms are bounded

linear operators, then, by the closed graph theorem, the isomorphisms of

abelian groups are isomorphisms of Banach spaces. Similarly, an epimorphism

whose kernel has a closed complement (as in the case, for example, when the

domain space is a Hubert space) is an operator with a bounded right inverse.

However, apart from those with closed complemented range, monomorphisms

are not operators with bounded left inverses. This fact restricts the possible

applications of the standard five lemma.

In this paper we prove a version of the five lemma for bounded linear

operators between Banach spaces; with epimorphisms and monomorphisms

replaced, respectively, by operators with bounded right and left inverses

modulo any given ideal of bounded linear operators. Further, the conditions

of exactness and commutativity are only required modulo the ideal.

We make considerable use of this five lemma in a paper, yet to be published,

on elliptic partial differential equations with mixed boundary conditions.

Some of these applications are discussed in §4.

In §5, we show that our results are valid in any additive subcategory of the

category of abelian groups and homomorphisms.

This work formed part of a Ph.D. thesis prepared at Macquarie university

in Australia. I am indebted to Alan Mclntosh, my supervisor for that thesis,

and wish to express my gratitude for his valuable suggestions and encourage-

ment.

2. Notation. Let % denote the class of all Banach spaces and £ the class of

all bounded linear operators between members of $. Let 911 denote any ideal
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of £ (or ®) in the sense that 9H is a nonempty proper subclass of £ which is

closed under composition with members of £ and under addition.

For example, % the class of all compact operators between Banach spaces,

is an ideal. So too are $% the class of all operators in £ with finite rank, and

S, the class of strictly singular operators in £ The trivial ideal of zero operators

between members of % is denoted 0. Other examples of ideals are found, for

example, in Retherford [1].

A subspace of a Banach space will be called complemented if it is closed and

has a closed complement. Hence, a subspace is complemented if and only if it

is the image of a projection or idempotent in £

An operator S: X -* Y in £ will be said to have a left (right) inverse modulo

911, say S': Y-* X with S' E £, if Ix - S'S E 91t (IY - SS' E 91t). The

operator S' is apseudo inverse modulo <DTt, of S if S — SS'S G 91t.

Note that an operator in £ with a left inverse modulo 991 is just a left semi-

Fredholm (IsF) operator in the sense that it is a bounded linear operator with

finite dimensional kernel and closed complemented range. Similarly an

operator in £ with a right inverse modulo 991 is a right semi-Fredholm (rsF)

operator, or a bounded linear operator which has a complemented kernel and

a closed range with finite codimension. Results similar to these can be found,

for example, in Schechter [2], [3]. An operator in £ is Fredholm if and only if

it is IsF and rsF.

If S: X -* Y belongs to £ and has a pseudo inverse modulo 0, say S", then

Ix - S'S is a projection onto the kernel of S, and SS' is a projection onto the

range of S. Hence the kernel and range of S are each complemented. It follows

that a member of £ has a pseudo inverse modulo 0 if and only if its kernel and

range are complemented.

Suppose now that 5, : XQ -» Xx and S2 : Xx -* S2 belong to £ and have

pseudo inverses, S\ and S'2, respectively, modulo an ideal 91L We define

SxAS2 = (IXi-SxS\)(IXi-S'2S2).

This definition depends on the choice of S". and S'2. However, if 5, A" S2

= (Ix — SXS"X)(IX — S"2S2), where S"x and S2 are also pseudo inverses mo-

dulo "311 of Si and S2, respectively, then we have the following result.

Lemma. Sx A S2 E ^ if and only if Sx A" S2 E <3lt.

Proof. With all equalities being understood modulo 91L, it follows from the

definition of a pseudo inverse modulo 'Dit that

(iXl- SXS"X) = (iXt- SxS"x)(IXi- SXS'X),

(IXi - S2S2) - (iXi - S'2S2)(IXi - S"2S2),

and hence
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SxA"S2 = (IXi-SxS"x)(IXi-S'^S2)

= (IXi- SXS"X)(SX A S2)(IXi- S2S2).

By symmetry, and the definition of an ideal, the result follows.

With this lemma in mind, we define a sequence

of mappings in £ to be exact modulo 911 if for each i, S¡ and Sj+X have pseudo

inverses modulo 911 and SM S¡ and S¡ A 5,+, belong to 9IL The sequence is

called exact if the range of S¡ is the kernel of Si+X for each ¡.

We note that if S¡ and Si+X have pseudo inverses modulo 0, S'¡ and 5('+1,

respectively, then Ix — S'i+X Si+X is a projection onto the kernel of

Si+X and Ix - S¡ S'¡ has the range of S¡ as its kernel. Hence, using the lemma,

S t A Si+X = 0 if and only if the kernel of S(+1 is contained in the range of S¡.

Finally, for S E £, a(S) will denote the dimension of the kernel of S,

ker S, and ß(S) the codimension of its range.

3. The result.

Theorem. Suppose we have the following diagram of bounded linear operators

between Banach spaces.

1 J2 J3

Suppose 9H is an ideal of tfor which S2, 53, Tx, T2 have partial inverses modulo

911; S2 A S3 and Tx A T2 belong to 9lt; the diagram commutes modulo 911; A 0

has a right inverse modulo <Vtand A^ a left inverse modulo 91L

(a) If S2SX E 9IL and Axhas a left inverse modulo 9M, then A2has a left inverse

modulo 91L
(b) // T3T2 E 91L andA2 has a right inverse modulo 9H, then A, has a right

inverse modulo 91L.

Proof, (a) Suppose S2SX E 9ILand Ax has a left inverse modulo 9IL, say yT,.

Let 52, S3, T\, T2 be, respectively, pseudo inverses modulo 911 of S2, S3, îf,

T2. Let .40 De a "e111 inverse modulo 9L of A0 and /13 a left inverse modulo

9H of ¿3.
We exhibit a bounded linear operator A'2: Y2-+ X2 such that Ix^- A'2A2

E 9IL. In fact, let

and M = Mx +

A'2 = (lXi - S2A\ T'2A2)S'3A'3 r3 + 52^i T2

• • • + M9, where
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Mx = (IX2 - S2A\ T2A2)(IXi - S2S'2)(IXi - S'3S3),

M2 = S2A\(IYi - TxT\)(IYt - T'2T2)AxS'2(IXi - S'3S3),

M3 = -S2A\(AXSX - TxA0)A'0T\(IYi - T'2T2)AxS'2(IXi - S'3S3),

M4 = -S2A'X T'2(A2S2 - T2AX)S'2(IX2 - S'3S3),

^5 = &3 - Mi T'2A2)S'3A'3(A3S3 - T3A2%

M6 = S2A\ Tx(IYo - A0A'0)T\(IYi - T'2T2)AxS'2(IXi - 53S3),

Ml = (¡X2 - S2A'\ r2^42)5,3(/X3 - A3A3)S3>

M8 = S2SxA'0T\(IYi - T'2T2)AxS'2(IXi - S'3S3),

M9 = S2(IXi - A'xAx)(IXi - SXA'0T\AX + SXA'0T\ T2'T2Ax)S'2(IXï - S'3S3).

It is elementary to check that Ix — A'2A2 = M. Moreover, since 9His an ideal

of £, it follows from the data that each M e 9IL. For example, A/,

= (Ix - S2A\ T'2A2)(S2 A S3) E 9IL since S2 A S3 E 9H. Hence M E 911

and (a) is proved.

(b) Suppose T3 T2 E 9H and A2 has a right inverse modulo 9R, say A2. Using

the notation of part (a) we exhibit a bounded linear operator A\ : Yx -» Xx such

that IY- AXA\ E 9IL. In fact, let

A\ = SxA'0T'x(IYi-AxS'2A'2T2) + S'2A'2T2

and N = Nx + • ■ ■ + N9, where

Nx ={IYx-Tx T\)(IY] - T'2 T2)(IY¡ - Ax S'2A'2 T2),

N2 = (IY¡ - TxT\)T'2A2(IXi - S2S'2)(IXi - S'3S3)A'2T2,

N3 = -{AXSX - TxA0)A'0T'x{IYi-AxS'2A'2T2),

N4 = {IYi - TXT\)T'2{A2S2 - T2AX)S'2A'2T2,

N5 = (h - T¡T\)T'2A2{IX2 - S2S'2)S'3A'3{A3S3 - T3A2)A'2T2,

N6 = Tx{IYo - A0A'0)T\ {IYi - Ax S'2A'2 T2),

^7 = (4{ - TyT\)T'2A2{IXi - S2S'2)S'3{IX} -A'3A3)S3A'2T2,

Ns = {IYi - TxT\)T'2A2{IXi - S2S'2)S'3A'3T3T2,

N9 = {IY¡ - TXT'X)T'2{IY2 + A2S2S'2S'3A'3 T3 - A2S'3A'3 T3){IYi - A2A'2)T2.

As before, IY - AXA\ = N and N E 9lt. So (b) is proved.

4. Applications.

4.1. We first make the following observation. Consider the situation given in

the theorem and suppose, in addition, that 9M = S?H. Let
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k = rank(52 A S3) + rank(7J A T2) + rank^.S, - TXA0)

+ rank(A2S2 - T2AX)

+ rank(^353 - T3A2) + ß(AQ) + a(A3).

It follows from the proof of the theorem that we also have the following

estimates.

(a) a(A2) < k + a(Ax) + rank^S,),

(b) ß(Ax) < k + ß(A2) + rank(T3 T2).

To see this, note that A3 is IsF and, in particular, has complemented kernel

and range. So it has a pseudo inverse modulo 0, say A 3. Hence, (Ix - A'^A^)

is a projection onto the kernel of A3 and we can take A\ = A 3 as a left inverse

modulo 991 of Ay Moreover, a(Af) = rank^ - A'3A3).

Similarly, A0 has complemented kernel and range and therefore a pseudo

inverse modulo 0, say A q . We can take A'0 = A'¿ as a right inverse modulo 991

of A0 had hence AqA'q is a projection onto the range of A0 with ß(A0) =

rank(/Vo - A^).

Since a(A2) < a(A'2A2) < rank(/y2 - A'2A2) and j8(i4,)< ß(AxA\)

< rank(/y — AXA\), the result follows.

4.2. In the study of elliptic partial differential equations with boundary

conditions, one is led to consider the Fredholm properties of the operator

(A,B): X -» Y X Z, where A is the elliptic operator, B is the boundary

operator, and the spaces are chosen appropriately. It is sometimes easier to

consider S/ker A. This corresponds to the classical procedure of replacing an

inhomogeneous partial differential equation by a homogeneous one. For this

purpose, we consider the following diagram of mappings in £, where for

simplicity, the spaces are supposed to be Hilbert spaces.

0-> ker A     C    > X-     -*Y-      —»■ 0

B

0-'z^\

The diagram commutes, and the bottom row is exact. Hence we can apply

the theorem with 51L = 991. It follows that, if A has closed range, then (A, B)

is IsF if and only if F/ker A is IsF. If, in addition, A is rsF, then A A 0 G 991

and the top row is exact modulo 991 Hence (A, B) is rsF if and only if A and

B/ ker A are rsF.

By applying the theorem with "311 = 0 it can be seen that the same results

are true with IsF and rsF replaced by left invertible and right invertible,

respectively.

tíl

[10]
-»• Y ■+ 0
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4.3. The five lemma can also be used to relate operators corresponding to

boundary value problems with associated sesquilinear forms. In fact, suppose

A is a second order elliptic partial differential operator on a bounded domain

ñ of R" with smooth boundary T. Let F be a first order boundary operator

and suppose all coefficients are smooth. Suppose J[u, v] is a bounded

sesquilinear form on HX(Q) X 77'(ß) satisfying J[u, v] = (Au, v} on HX(Q)

X HX(Q,), and J[u, v] = (Bu, yv) on ker A x HX(Q), where y denotes the

trace operator. Finally, let Ty. Hx(ti)-> 77'(fi)* be defined by <7>, o> =

J[u, v]. Then the following diagram of bounded linear operators between

Hilbert spaces commutes.

0 —> "L A (ß) —^—' ^i") -* H~l W

(0-

B

^77"y2(r)-

-7//2(r)

■/T(fi)«

77XÍ2)

^//-'(Í2)

T/^íí) *-

•0

-0).

Here, /7k'er A (fi) denotes the kernel of A in 77 '(ß) and i is the inclusion. By

consideration of the sequence in brackets, it follows that the bottom row of

the diagram is exact. If A is rsF then A A 0 G 991 and hence the top row is

exact modulo 991. It follows from the theorem that F/ker A is IsF (rsF) if and

only if Tj is IsF (rsF).

5. Extensions. Let § denote the category of abelian groups and homomor-

phisms. Let & be any additive subcategory of § in the sense that it is a

subcategory for which hom(A, B) is a subgroup of the group of all homomor-

phisms from A to B, for each A, B G &. Let horn 61 denote the class of all maps

in (L Then 911 is called an ideal of & if it is a nonempty proper subclass of hom

& closed under composition with members of hom & and under addition.

Replacing % by & and £ by hom &, the definitions of left, right and pseudo

inverses modulo an ideal 9H, and of Sx A S2, can be made as before. Since

the proof of the theorem is purely algebraic, being based on the distributive

property of composition over addition and on the commutativity of addition

in &, the thoerem remains valid.

Examples of additive subcategories of % are § itself, vector spaces and linear

operators, locally convex spaces and continuous linear operators, abelian

topological groups and continuous homomorphisms, and so on.

Consider the category Tof vector spaces and linear operators. If we assume

the axiom of choice, it follows that every map in T has a partial inverse

modulo 0. Moreover, such a map is one-to-one (onto) if and only if it has a

left (right) inverse modulo 0. Hence our result recovers the standard five

lemma applied to %

Finally, it should be noted that my Ph.D. thesis, and indeed a forthcoming
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paper, are concerned with the Fredholm properties of operators associated

with elliptic partial differential equations with mixed boundary conditions.

The problems therein are repeatedly reduced to equivalent problems, until

solved, and by application of the five lemma the proofs are greatly simplified.
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